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EMA Project 

A small-scale study of the representation of nature through agency and 

affectedness and causativity in an EFL course book aimed at international adult 

students. 

 

1. The aims of the investigation 

 

The aim of this project is to study the way nature is reflected in the grammar of an EFL 

course book, written for adult students. My aim is to study particularly how nature is 

represented in an EFL course book and whether the Technological world view proposed 

by Goatly (2000, p.197) prevails in the chosen texts. Furthermore, the findings may 

prove practical for future course books and pedagogy. However, this small-scale 

research is not comprehensive enough to draw any general conclusions as it is based 

on merely a small number of texts. Therefore, the project will focus on the following 

questions: 

 

How does an EFL course book aimed at adults represent nature and construct human 

relationships to it? 

Is nature represented as powerful as humans? 

 

The question ‘What degree of power does the course book confer on nature?’ was 

omitted based on my tutor’s advice as it will be difficult to quantify. The question ‘What 
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elements of nature figure most prominently in the chosen texts’ was omitted due to data 

limitation. 

 

The investigation is based on a register analysis in the Systemic Functional Linguistics 

with a focus on the experiential and interpersonal domains. The analysis will focus 

specifically on Characterization of Events mapping linguistic indicators such as process 

types, clause types, participant types and circumstances, in addition to Agency and 

Affectedness in which Actor and Goal roles, Goatly’s hierarchy (2000, p. 204) and Agent 

deletion will be examined. In analyzing interpersonal indicators, the investigation will 

focus on speech acts across the three chosen texts in order to reflect nature’s position 

and power in different aspects and registers of human domains.  

 

This investigation may illuminate the ideology and world view of nature and man in EFL 

course books and may be followed up with a more qualitative, large-scale research. 

 

 

2. The rationale and main conceptual themes for the investigation 

 

English today is a globalized language due to political, historical, economic and cultural 

reasons. As a globalized language, English is taught as a foreign language (EFL) and is 

sought after by many adults throughout the world for many reasons one of which is to 

improve their career prospects and opportunities. Thus, English plays an important role 

in education internationally and many of the academic articles read by university 
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students throughout the world are, in fact, in English. English speaking countries such 

as the UK and the US see all the time an increase in the number of international 

students in their universities. Therefore, the dominance of English and its far-extending 

reach promotes the world view(s) of the English-speaking western society and shapes 

the world view of other cultures. 

 

As Goatly illustrates in his article Nature and Grammar: “the Newtonian world view and 

the Technological world view resulting is one we should abandon if we are to stop 

desertification, species destruction, ozone depletion” (2000, p.189). Goatly 

demonstrated that nature in The Times is inert, uncommunicative and powerless in face 

of humans. Extending this finding to the EFL sector might give us an idea on whether 

this Technological, Newtonian world view persists today in EFL course books.  Is 

English influencing the learners of English and thus the world to adopt this world view 

and ideology through the lexicogrammatical representation of nature?   

 

The rationale claiming a link between the representation of Nature and EFL lies in the 

importance of English in many people’s career development. For many of my students, 

the course book is the only reading opportunity they have and it is their first window to 

the western, English-speaking world. Therefore, it is important that we (re)consider the 

grammar we teach and the world view we propagate. Examining this question is not 

only of practical relevance in linguistic terms but also of far-reaching significance in 

terms of promoting change in the way we view nature and the way we treat it, and 

ultimately, for the survival of our planet. 
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This small-scale incremental research will rely upon several useful analytical tools, skills 

and research acquired through this course. Firstly, the Systemic Functional Grammar 

Framework proposed by Halliday (Hewings, 2006, p.13) will be used as the main tool, 

particularly the metafunctions of Field and Tenor. According to Stubbs: “Text analysis… 

starts from the Hallidayan assumption that all linguistic usage encodes representations 

of the world” (1996, p. 251). Secondly, the linguistic analysis skills I have developed will 

be used to examine different grammatical structures in the research data. Thirdly, 

relevant concepts identified in the course that will be used in examining the data related 

to register analysis of Field. By referring to unit 11 The Angle on the world it will identify 

actors, goals, transitive and intransitive clauses, and participants and processes. Unit 

13 Construing human experience: grammar, representation and point of view can 

further develop data analysis and recognition of Agency and Affectedness, actor role, 

goals and other participants: sayers, tokens, values, experiencer and experience. Unit 2 

Linguistic indicators of tenor - the interpersonal can be used to draw on speech acts and 

evaluation and assessment in the data collected. Michael Stubbs’ article Human and 

Inhuman Geography: A Comparative Analysis of Two long texts and a Corpus could 

also serve key ideas in the coding of reality through ergativity and causativity. According 

to Stubbs: “The expression of causativity in ergative constructions shows different 

ideological stance”. Taking into consideration Widdowson’s critique, I will examine 

ergativity in conjunction with verb perfective and progressive aspects, stative and active 

respectively (Widdowson, 2000, in Hewings, 2006, p.173). In addition, chapter 2 in 
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Applications by Chris Candlin Putting grammar into educational practice will serve to 

draw on pedagogical ideas of how to teach grammar and implement changes.  

 

As Stubbs points out: “comments on individual words and phrases should always be 

made against the background of a comparative data from a corpus”. (Stubbs, 1996, p. 

248) For the purposes of this small-scale research, it is not possible to do so. A large 

corpus of EFL course books would have to be complied for the findings of this small-

scale research to be generalized.  

 

3. The methods I used to collect my evidence 

 

The methodology I applied in this small-scale research is analyzing the features of Field 

by mapping different processes and participant types as they are the best indicators of 

the way of seeing or thinking that operates in a text. (White, 2006, p.71) Tenor, and in 

particular relative social distance - speech acts, and stance was analyzed. 

 

The data collected originally consisted of 4 texts chosen from an Intermediate EFL 

course book published by Kaplan International Colleges. However, the number of texts 

was reduced to three texts to account for time allowed for completion. The texts chosen 

were aimed to reflect the four Longman registers – News, Academic, Conversation, and 

Fiction. However, on closer examination of the EFL course book materials, only three of 

the four register could be found: Academic, Conversation in the form of a written 

transcript, and an informal written journal account.  While choosing the data, I focused 
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on selecting texts which are associated with nature, and in linguistic terms I chose texts 

which had different speech acts. Thus, the texts chosen exemplify different 

actions/functions and thus different grammar associated with those speech acts, for 

example: Text 1 relates to an animal trainer retelling an event in the written continuum 

approximating the spoken end; Text 2 is an article from a newspaper or magazine 

written for a non-expert readership which discusses the Amazons in the context of 

holiday/adventure/travel; Text 3 is a transcript of a conversation which discusses 

‘language in the animal kingdom’; all with a total word count of 1331. The texts are not 

authentic and are written to emulate the different registers using graded language. I 

chose this particular course book because I use them and acquiring permission was 

readily available.  

 

I decided to analyze Agency and Affectedness which focuses on actors and goals. 

However, I took into account other process and participant types as these can also 

demonstrate agency (White, 2006, p.71). Only clauses that have interaction between 

nature and humans were included in the experiential analysis. Goatly mapped different 

lexis frequency and compared their frequencies across the chosen texts. Although I 

intended to do so in this small scale research, it proved restricted as the data does not 

encompass such detailed and varied lexis as in Goatly’s study. Alternately, all nature 

lexis was treated as one group. In addition, the frequency list did not reflect the lexis 

accurately and each clause had to be analyzed manually due to the fact that the texts 

are only semi-formal and as a consequence the texts employ an extensive use of 
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personal pronouns such as she, they, and therefore no explicit mention of nature 

attributes.   

 

4. My findings, and how these relate to my aims as well as particular  

issues in the module 

 

T1 = text 1 

T2 = text 2 

T3 = text 3 

 

Field 

 

Firstly, the three texts differ in their domain (subject matter). In each text there is a 

degree of expert/specialist term: T1 West highland terrier (1) but an explanation of the 

characteristics of the dog follows. Dog races are man-made and the expertise lexis may 

be revealing of human manipulation on nature. In T3 the speaker uses Bottlenose 

dolphins (22) in connection with his swimming experience implying, similarly to the 

example in T1, that this type of dolphin is designed or chosen specifically for their 

characteristics for humans to enjoy.  

 

The linguistic indicators for process types have been mapped into Material, Mental, 

Verbal and Relational as described in Unit 11 (O’Halloran and White, 2006, p. 140- 

177).  Even though the texts differ in length and semantic domain, the majority of 
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processes is material: T1: 40%, T2: 65.62%, T3: 55%,  which may be attributed to 

humans performing actions on nature, and to nature affecting itself as shall be 

illustrated in more detail below. Following are mental and relational processes. Mental 

processes are most marked in T3 at 24% as the text is a description of learning while 

relational process are distributed evenly across the three texts (5-7%) reporting the 

state of participants in nature.   

 

The participants, concrete and human overall, reflect a clear division between mankind 

and nature: in T1 the dog is referred to as he (10) by the owner, but as it (3) by the 

trainer. When the animal is a pet as in he was too cute (10), the animal is upgraded and 

humanized although only to a child’s likeness. When the animal/nature is for pure 

human exploitation for survival in T2, the nature participant is no longer attributed 

human pronouns but object pronouns as in T1. In other words, the animal trainer uses 

the animals to earn money just as the Huaorani pick up the animal (17) like an object in 

order to survive.  

 

In two out of the three texts (T1 and T2) there are more human participants revealing 

that nature is less dominant in the western world view in which humans and their 

actions are in focus. T3 has more nature participants (53) which can be attributed to the 

context and the semantic domain of animal languages. However, on closer analysis it 

can be observed that even though most of the participants represent nature, they are 

mostly actors (21): bee (7) corresponding to nature (12): honey (7). Nature in this text is 

confined to act upon itself and does not interact with the human world. The ratio and 
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relationship within the relational process and participants of value and token further 

demonstrate the clear boundary between humans (21 token:24 value) and nature (6 

nature token:5 nature value).  

 

The natural world is represented through a circumstance in all of the three texts. For 

example: T1: with their west highland terrier (1); T2: in the jungle (5); T3 from collecting 

pollen (7). These examples demonstrate that humankind operates on nature and nature 

is simply a location, distinct from humankind. (O’Halloran and White, unit 11, p.140).   

 

Interesting findings emerge from actor-role analysis. In T3, most of the actors (24) are 

nature (21): bee (7). Taking into consideration the context of the text, it is not surprising 

most participants are nature actors. On closer examination it can be seen that in 6 out 

of 6 non-transactional clauses the nature actor only affects itself: When they come back 

(13) therefore it may be reinforcing the idea that the Newtonian world-view prevails in 

this EFL course book. Furthermore, in T2, humans are more agentive than nature in 

that (a) there are more human actors (14) than nature actors (1), and (b) when nature is 

an actor: The poison paralyzes the animals and (the poison) makes (the animal’s) 

breathing more difficult.(16)  (transitive, active, transactional actor) it is nature 

functioning in a negative, harmful way. “Grammatical representations are often linked to 

different ways of viewing the world, and thus to our mental habits” (O’Halloran and 

White, unit 11, p.140). Humans are not made explicit and the natural world is placed as 

responsible and not relegated to the role of circumstance, therefore it could be seen as 
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agent deletion since it is, in fact, man acting upon the animal. Moreover, the ellipted 

goal in this clause hides the effect man has on nature.   

 

In T1 the difference between human and nature is even more marked. All clauses 

except 13 are intransitive: When it misbehaved (8) which may contribute to the view that 

nature is inert and does not affect its surroundings. If nature is seen as inert and 

inactive, it may be viewed as an inanimate subject and therefore the process expresses 

events which have no agent and are out of control (Stubbs, 1996, p. 262). Out of the 7 

actors, only 2 are nature actors and only in one clause does human affect the animal: I 

kept the dog for a week (11).  

 

In order to determine whether humans or nature are represented as most powerful a 

transitivity analysis of the clauses featuring only nature elements and human was 

carried out. To draw conclusions about the representation of power, I followed Goatly’s 

hierarchy (2000a, p. 204) (For full transitivity analyses see Appendix 1d). The hierarchy 

represents human participants as most powerful and nature powerless in the place of 

goal because “it is acted upon, the victim of the power of Actors” which answers the 

questions posed in this research. (2000b, p.204). 

 

In terms of agent de-emphasis indicators, there were only two occurrences of the 

passive voice found across the three texts contrary to initial expectation from the 

context of T2, concerning human geography and the environment, similarly to Stubb 

(1996, p.252). In T3 short passive examples with modal of probability/ability include: 
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could be used (44) in which the agent can be deduced from the context, and was 

trained (24) which implies that the researchers had trained the dolphin. In the latter 

example, it may be argued that the dolphin is to some degree powerless to learn by 

herself. The low frequency of the passive can also be accounted for the social distance 

in the three texts. As the texts are semi-formal (see appendix 1a, Tenor) and are in the 

conversation and semi-academic registers, the frequency of the passive voice is lower 

according to its distribution across the four Longman registers (Biber, Conrad, Leech, 

2003a, p.168). 

 

Ergativity is more frequent across the three texts: in T2: Indigenous tribes have been 

developing ways (27) uses an ergative verb in the present perfect continuous thus 

combining the prefect and progressive aspects. The use of the ergative in this form 

reinforces the agent’s power over nature as a state that existed over a period of time. 

The progressive aspect signals an event currently in progress or an event in the future 

that is quite certain (Biber, Conrad and Leech, 2003b, p.166). The rainforest in this 

example is merely a circumstance, a place, further reducing the status of nature to an 

object that is present only in order to accommodate man. In T3, it waggles its body (19), 

nature, the bee, is the agent of the ergative verb waggles. However, the ergative serves 

merely to describe nature, not empower it.  

 

In terms of nominalization, in T1, the nominalization improvement (12) and in T2, variety 

(4), both diminish nature’s self-generation.   
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A causative construction can also be seen in the verb kill (18), in T2 which means 

‘cause to die’. (Stubbs, 1996, p.270) 

 

Tenor 

 

In T1, the writer/speaker maintains that these dogs are usually friendly.(2). The 

evaluation of usually (2) could indicate that all dogs are created uniform and that they 

do not possess a different personality. The evaluative adverb of time eventually (40) in 

T3 carries a negative attitude eluding that after many tries the animal managed to 

perform the task. Another important example in T2, improve the quality of the ground 

(22) may reveal the technological world view because ‘improve’ has a positive 

attribution, but the quality of the ground only “improves” in respect of human needs and 

the process may be destructive to the ecosystem and wildlife.  

 

Personalization is marked in T1 and T2 as they are emulating speech and personal 

accounts. The writer/speaker’s is clearly present through the use of 1st personal 

pronouns: T1: I (3), T3: I (23). In T3, the speaker engages with the audience using 

pseudo-familiarity through rhetorical questions (White, 2006, Unit 12, p.37): Who here 

likes honey? (4). Contraction and Interpersonal themes used by the speaker are 

mimicking speech: we’re (3), anyway (24) which are typically associated with informal 

settings (White, 2006b, Unit 12, p.37).  Conversationalization is achieved through 

pseudo-familiarity: who here (4). In T3, there are examples of informal language: take 

three examples (3).  
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In terms of speech acts, all three texts have a primary function of informing and 

reporting through mostly bare assertion categorical statements (White, 2006, Unit 12, p. 

55): T2: It is an extreme environment (3). T3 being nearer the speaking continuum, as 

speaking indicators demonstrate, also employs questions and requests for information: 

Who here likes honey? (4). Categorical statements as speech acts demonstrate that 

humans impart information with no hedging and no alternate viewpoint upon the natural 

world. 

 

5. An evaluation of my work on the project 

 

This small-scale project has attempted to apply the Hallidayan Systemic Functional 

Grammar analysis to an analysis of agency and affectedness, and causativity in nature 

and human clauses in EFL texts, focusing on field and tenor. The low frequency of 

agent-deletion indicators found may lie in that, as in Gerbig’s findings (Gerbig, 1993, in 

Stubbs, 1996, p. 263) there is no need to focus explicitly on agency and causation 

because the state of the exploitation of nature is taken for granted as a status quo.  

 

Overall, the findings, and specifically the uniformity of the results of human actor versus 

nature goals, process types, circumstances of nature emerging from my small-scale 

research would seem to support the questions at the outset that the Technological 

world-view prevails in the texts chosen in the EFL course-book.  
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However, the findings have to be interpreted with caution owing to the small scale of the 

project. The results may apply only to this specific selection but not to other, cross-

cultural course books. One of the weaknesses in this study results in the dilemma of 

process mapping. In T1: the dog was barking (4) could be verbal or material. The 

choices made, influenced by my own bias towards the subject matter, could have 

influenced the findings to a certain extent. Further investigations could include 

syntagmatic meanings such as in T2 improve (22) which can be analyzed using a 

concordancer on corpora built of ELT course books. ELT course books from different 

countries and years could be examined and compared in respect of a change of the 

world-view of nature. I have also briefly touched upon the pedagogical implications of 

the findings, which, even though I echo Goatly’s call to empower nature through 

grammar modification, I also think that changing the grammar is not sufficient since that 

represents yet another world-view in itself enforced on learners, but rather giving the 

students the tools and knowledge to identify world-views and to work to change them.  

 

Word count: 3338 
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Appendix 1: Analytical  

 

Text 1 

Title: ‘I love my job’ 

Author: Kaplan International Colleges 

Material type: Informal Journal article – personal experience  

Specific location: Red Intermediate book, Unit A, p. 19, Activity A   

Publication year: 2012 

Word count: (180) 

 

A client came to me with their west highland terrier.  These dogs are usually quite 

friendly and good with children so I wasn’t very worried about working with it.  The 

owner told me the dog was snapping and barking too much and wanted me to find out 

what the problem was.  I could see that the owner was very soft with it.  She couldn’t tell 

it off. When it misbehaved she didn’t do anything because she said he was too cute.  I 

kept the dog for a week and I was able to see an improvement in its behaviour.  When 

the owner came to collect him I told her that she was the problem - not the dog.  She 

was so angry,  she sacked me straight away!  She shouted and screamed at me and 

told me I was unprofessional and that she was going to tell all of her friends.  I tried to 

make her pay me anyway but I wasn’t able to.  I had to move and start working in a new 

area where people didn’t know her or me!  
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Text 2 

Title: ‘They live in the Amazon’ 

Author: Kaplan International Colleges 

Material type: Journal article – Geography and travel  

Specific location: Blue Intermediate book, Unit B, p. 33, Activity C   

Publication year: 2012 

Word count: (540) 

 

 

The Ecuadorian jungle covers 48% of the country and is part of the much larger 

Amazonian rainforest that covers nine countries. It is an extreme environment with very 

hot and humid weather and lots of rain.  Due to the amazing variety of plants and 

animals that live there,  people from all over the world travel to the rainforest to find out 

about its amazing ecosystem. However, visitors are not the only people in the jungle. 

Indigenous people have been living in the Amazon for thousands of years and in 

Ecuador about 400,000 call the Amazon their home.  

 

The Huaorani (or Wuaorani) are more famous than other indigenous tribes in the 

rainforest of Ecuador. They are also one of the most isolated and they prefer to have 

very little contact with the outside world. In the 1950s they killed employees of oil 

companies when they tried to change their way of life. They also used to attack and kill 

other tribes in the area.  For this reason they are seen as a very violent group of people.  

They protect their land more aggressively than many other Amazonian tribes.   
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Other people in the region respect the Huaorani very much because of their knowledge 

of plants and animals of the rainforest. They know better than anyone else which plants 

to use as medicine and which to use for food.  Their knowledge of the geography of the 

Amazon is also excellent.  

 

The Huaorani used to live as a hunting and gathering society.  They didn’t farm the land 

and grow crops, instead they used the forest to hunt and collect food.  They are 

excellent hunters and traditionally they use spears and blow darts. They dip the darts in 

poison that they collect from the curare plant.  The poison paralyzes the animals and 

makes breathing more difficult.  The Huaorani can then pick up the animal and kill it 

more easily and less painfully than with a spear.  In recent years the Huaorani have had 

more contact with the outside world and they have been using guns and other weapons 

for hunting.  Nowadays, it is the Huaorani who have guns that hunt most quickly.  

 

Other dangerous people in the Ecuadorian rainforest prefer to grow crops.  They use a 

method called ‘slash and burn’.  Farmers choose a piece of land and cut down all the 

trees on it. Then they burn the trees to prepare the land and improve the quality of the 

ground.  They use the same piece of land for a few years and then leave it to recover.  

They start the process again on a new piece of land. Using this farming method means 

that the tribe can live longer in the same place.  They do not have to move their camp or 

travel further to find good land.  
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You can now visit these people more easily than in the past.  Indigenous tribes have 

been developing ways to improve their life in the rainforest and now many of them have 

started ecotourism projects.  Ecotourism has many benefits:  it gives you a chance to 

learn about the local tribe and see how they live in reality.  It also creates income for the 

indigenous people and builds a positive relationship between them and the outside 

world.  

 

Text 3 

Title: ‘Talking animals’ 

Author: Kaplan International Colleges 

Material type: Written script for a Listening activity (lecture) 

Specific location: Blue Intermediate book, Unit B, p. 49, Listening 6 

Publication year: 2012 

Word count: (611) 

 

Good afternoon and thanks for being on time.  Today we’re looking at language in the 

animal kingdom.  Many animals have advanced systems of communication.  We’re 

going to take three examples, starting with the insect world.  

Who here likes honey?  I expect most of you know that bees make honey from 

collecting pollen.  Well, how do they know where to find it?  Honey bees have a very 

special system of communication.  Bees live in hives.  They are separated into different 

groups - the worker bees and the queen bees. The worker bees leave the hive to find 

food.  When they come back they pass on information about the quality of a food 
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source.  They can show where it is and in what direction [it is] by dancing!  The Austrian 

researcher Karl von Frisch was one of the first to translate the meaning of the dance, 

which is called, the ‘waggle dance’. Waggle meaning to shake you body from side to 

side.  In the ‘waggle dance’ a worker bee moves straight forward a certain distance,  

then moves a half-circle back to where it started, and begins moving forward again. 

During the first part of the dance it waggles its body by moving it quickly from side to 

side. The speed of the dance shows the quality of the food source.  The dance is 

instinctive. An Italian bee [here it can be interpreted as an adjective or ellipsis: it was -] 

raised in an Austrian hive will still perform the Italian dance.  

Did you know that bottlenose dolphins use a system of sounds and body language to 

communicate with each other?  I’m sure some of you have seen this at an aquarium or 

on TV.  I was lucky enough to swim with some dolphins last month.  [it was] An amazing 

experience.  Anyway, in one famous study by Herman, Richards, and Wolz a dolphin 

named Akeakamai was trained to follow instructions[that were] given to her in sign 

language.  She learned to understand a lot of different signs, and, interestingly, also 

seems to have understood the significance of word order. So, for example, if her trainer 

gave the signs ‘surfboard person fetch’ she would take the person to the surfboard. 

Whereas when she was told ‘person surfboard fetch’ she knew she had to take the 

surfboard to the person. Akeakamai was also able to answer questions by pressing a 

control to her left for ‘yes’ and a control on her right for ‘no’. She was asked questions 

such as ‘Is there a ball in the pool?’ and she was able to correctly answer the questions.  

But what about our closest relatives in the natural world, chimpanzees?  In the wild, 

chimpanzees use sounds to communicate.  But a chimpanzee doesn’t have vocal 
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cords,  so they could never really speak like a human.  In one experiment, Allan and 

Beatrice Gardner tried teaching a chimp called Washoe sign language to get around 

this problem.  Washoe was eventually able to useand understand three hundred and 

fifty signs. Not bad, eh? Washoe learned to sign by observing humans and imitating 

them.  Washoe demonstrated that she understood semantics and word categories - so 

for example, the sign for ‘flower’ could be used to describe any flower, not just the 

original flower she had learned the sign with.  She also invented new combinations of 

words - the first time she saw a swan, she used the signs for ‘water’ and ‘bird’ to 

describe it.  

So the question is - are these three cases examples of language in animals?  

Well, first off, can anyone here today define what language is? No? Well, put formally, 

language is a method of communicating ideas, emotions and desires using a system of 

symbols.  But that’s not enough to distinguish animal communication from human 

language…(fade)  
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Appendix 1a: 

Register Analysis for Field and Tenor 

The three texts are not being compared.  

For ease of reference, line numbers are given in brackets, examples are in italics. 

 

Aspect of situation Linguistic functions shown by grammatical features 

Field (Experiential 

meta-function) 

Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 

1.Angle of representation  

Participants and  

processes reflect: 

 

1. Characterization of  

events/entities 

 

 

 

animal behaviour/ 

training: 

It misbehaved( 9),  

 

 

 

Geography/travel: 

travel (4), 

Amazonian 

rainforest (2) 

 

 

 

systems of animal 

communication: 

advanced systems 

of communication 

(2) 

 

   1.1 Process types: 

Experience is 

represented through:  

Material: 

 

Mental: 

 

 

 

 

8 [40%] was 

snapping(4) 

3 [15%] wasn’t 

worried (3) 

 

 

 

21 [65.62%] 

travel (4) 

4   [12.5%] 

respect (10) 

 

 

 

27 [55%] make (7) 

 

12 [24%] know (6) 
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Verbal: 

 

Relational: 

 

4 [20%] told (4) 

 

5 [25%] was (7) 

 

0 

 

7   [21.87%] is 

(12) 

 

3   [6%] was told 

(30) 

7   [14%] doesn’t 

have (37) 

 

Proportions of clause 

types: 

Top-level: 

 

 

Embedded: 

 

 

 

8 I could see that 

the owner was very 

soft with it (6) 

1 to collect (13) 

 

 

 

7 (24) 

 

 

4 to find out about 

(4) 

 

 

 

12 Did you know 

that bottlenose 

dolphins(22) 

6 to communicate 

with (22) 

 

1.2 Participants 

(human/non human, 

concrete/abstract) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15 human 

participants vs. 10 

nature concrete 

participants;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

25 human and 

concrete 

participants vs. 

21 nature: 

indigenous 

people (6), 

Ecuadorian 

jungle(1) 

 

 

Human: 19:  we(3), 

Nature: 53:  they 

(14), only 4 not 

human/nature: the 

surfboard (32) 

 abstract 

participants: 

systems of sounds  

(22) 
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Other participant types  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only human as 

experiencer: I (3), 

experience: me (6) 

 

Mostly human 

sayer: owner (4) 

and receiver: me 

(4), dog as 

verbiage: dog (4) 

 

 

Mostly human 

tokens (3): the 

owner (7), dog as 

tokens (2): he (10), 

no human value, 1 

dog value: the dog 

(11) 

 

Only human  

experiencer: 

people (10), 

experience: The 

Huaorani (10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mostly human 

tokens (3): 

visitors (5), nature 

tokens (2): The 

Ecuadorian jungle 

(1). Mostly nature 

value: Amazonian 

rainforest (2), 

only 1 human 

value: the only 

people (5) 

 

Mostly human 

experiencer (6): 

we (1), Nature as 

experiencer (4): 

bees (8), Human 

(2); nature (2) as 

experience: 

significance of 

word order (27), 

honey (4). 

 

Only nature as 

sayer: Washoe 

(24), Nature as 

receiver: dolphin 

(30), Human as 

receiver: person 

(30) 

 

Mostly nature as 

token (6): animals 

(2), only 1 human 
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token: I (21). 

Mostly nature 

value (5): worker 

bee (11), only 1 

human value: 

lucky enough (24) 

 

1.3. Circumstances 

 

 

 

 

 

In 4 out of 5 

circumstance is the 

dog: with their west 

highland terrier (1) 

 

In 11 out of 15 

circumstance is 

nature: in the 

jungle (5) 

 

 

 

 

In 10 out of 19 the 

circumstance is 

nature: from 

collecting pollen 

(7) 

 

 

2. Agency and 

affectedness 

 

2.1 Actor role 

(transactional/non-

transactional) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total: 7 actors; 2 

nature, 5 human: 

the owner (13), 4 

non-transactional: it 

misbehaved (8), 2 

transactional: a 

 

 

 

Total: 15 actors;  

14 human: people 

(4), 1 nature: land 

(9). 15 

transactional: 

they use the 

 

 

 

Total: 24 actors; 

21 nature: bee (7), 

3 human: trainer 

(28). 6 non-

transactional: 

Washoe learned to 

For detailed analysis see Appendix 1c 
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2.2 Goal role 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Agent de-

emphasis/deletion: short 

passives 

Ergatives, nominalization  

 

client came to me 

(1) 

 

 

 

 

 

3 goals; 2 nature: 

him (13), 1 abstract 

goal: an 

improvement (12). 

No human goals. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nominalization: an 

improvement (12)  

same piece of 

land (23) 

2 non-

transactional: 

people…travel to 

the rainforest (4) 

 

Total: 17 goals; 

13 nature: land 

(9), 3 humans: 

their camp (26) 2 

abstract goals: 

the process (25) 

 

 

 

 

5 ergative verbs: 

have been 

developing (27)  

Nominalization 

Variety (4) 

sign (41), 17 

transactional: she 

saw a swan (46) 

 

 

 

 

Total: 20 goals; 12 

nature: honey (7), 

4 human: person 

(29), 4 non-

human/nature 

goals: the 

surfboard (32) with 

3 abstract goals: 

questions (33) 

 

2 ergatives: 

waggles (19), 2 

passives: could be 

used (44), agent is 

implied 
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Transitive: 

 

Intransitive: 

 

Ergatives: 

 

Passive: 

 

2  A client came to 

me (1) 

4 When it 

misbehaved (8) 

0 

 

0 

 

16 They protect 

their land (9) 

2 people…travel 

to the rainforest 

(4) 

5 grow (13) 

0 

 

17 bees make 

honey(7) 

6 Washoe learned 

to sign (41) 

3 was trained (24) 

 

2 was trained (24) 

 

3. Semantic domain – 

lexical choice:  

 

Participants from the 

lexical field of: 

 

 

 

pet training: client 

(1), dogs (2) 

 

 

 

Geography: 

Amazonian tribe 

(9) 

 

 

 

animal 

communication: 

chimpanzees use 

sound (36) 

 

4. Specialisation 

 

Specialist/expert terms 

 

 

West highland 

terrier (1) but 

explanation follows 

 

 

 

Ecosystem (4) 

 

 

Bottlenose 

dolphins (22) 
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Tenor (interpersonal 

meta-function) 

   

1.Speaker/writer persona 

 

   1.1 Standing  

(attribution, citation, 

evaluative language) 

 

 

 

 

Evaluative 

language: Dog as a 

toy: too cute (10), 

treated as a child: 

tell off, (7) 

misbehave (8) 

The author passes 

judgement on 

commonly held 

knowledge: usually 

(2)  

 

 

 

 

 

amazing (4) 

 

 

Advanced (2), very 

special (9) 

Eventually (40) 

   1.2 Personalisation  

 

      1.2.1 personalising  

 

 

 

Direct references to 

the author by using 

personal pronouns: 

 

 

 

 

 

I (23),  

 

The speaker 
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I (3) 

 

Colloquial/informal 

language creating 

pseudo-familiarity: 

came (1) 

engages with the 

audience using 

pseudo-familiarity 

through rhetorical 

questions: Who 

here likes honey? 

(4)contraction and 

Interpersonal 

themes mimicking 

speech: we’re (3), 

anyway (24)  

Conversonalisation 

through pseudo-

familiarity: who 

here (4)  

 

   1.3 Stance 

 

       1.3.1 modality 

 

       1.3. 3 attitude 

Strong epistemic 
modality without 
use of modal 
(strong 
declarative): she 
was the problem 
(14) 
 
 
Quite (2) 

 
Extreme 

environment (3), 

and improve the 

quality of the 

ground (22) 

could never 
with softening:  

really. (38) and 

negative attitude 

2. Relative social    
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status(equality/inequality) 

 

   2.1 Speech acts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Communicative 

giver: animal 

trainer, audience 

unknown. Between 

the speaker, the 

writer uses 

statements (1),the 

client uses request 

for service (5). 

 

 

Declaratives 

throughout with 

statements of 

bare assertions: It 

is an extreme 

environment (3) 

 

 

Statements: Many 

animals have 

advanced systems 

of communication. 

(2)  and questions 

(request for 

information): Who 

here likes honey? 

(4) 
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Appendix 1b Participants, processes and Circumstances: 

 

Text 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. A client came to me with their west highland 

terrier 

Participant (actor) Material process 

(MaP) 

Participant (goal) 

 

[ also a 

circumstance]  

circumstance 

2. These dogs are usually quite friendly and good 

with children 

 Participant (token) Relational process (RP) Adverbial circumstance 
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3. so I wasn’t very worried about working [with 

it] 

conjunction (experiencer) Mental 

pro... 

adverbial …cess 

(MeP) 

Post-predicate 

prepositional 

complement  

 

4. The 

owner 

told  me the dog was 

snapping 

And      barking too 

much 

Participant 

(sayer) 

Verbal 

process 

(VP) 

Participant 

(receiver) 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP past 

continuous 

connector MaP Post 

modifier 

adverb 

Participant (verbiage), subordinate reporting clause 

 

 

6. and  wanted me [[to find out [what the problem was]]] 

conjunction MeP Participant 

(experience) 

colligation non-finite embedded clause 
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7.  I could 

see 

that the owner was very soft with it 

Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP 

(modal 

of 

ability) 

subordinator Participant 

(token) 

RP  Adverbial 

and 

adjective  

circumstance 

 

8. She couldn’t tell it off. 

Participant (sayer) VPro… Participant 

(receiver) 

…cess 

 

9. When it misbehaved 

Circumstance  Participant (actor) 

 

MaP 

 

10. she didn’t do anything because 

Participant (actor) MaP (negative 

auxiliary) 

Compound pronoun subordinator 
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she said he was too cute 

Participant 

(sayer) 

VP Participant (token) RP (copula) Adverbial and 

adjective  

verbiage 

 

11. I kept the dog  for a week 

Participant (token) RP (possession) Participant (value) Circumstance 

 

12. and I was able to see an improvement in its behaviour 

conjunction Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP  Participant 

(phenomenon) 

Circumstance  

 

13.  When the owner came to collect him 

Circumstance  Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Non-finite 

qualifier 

Participant 

(goal) 
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14. I told her that she was the 

problem- 

not the dog 

Participant 

(sayer) 

VP (receiver) subordinator Participant 

(token) 

RP Participant 

(value) 

Subordinate clause (Verbiage) 

 

Material: 8 [40%] 

Mental: 3 [15%] 

Verbal: 4 [20%] 

Relational: 5 [25%] 

Total: 20  

 

 

Material Mental Verbal Relational 

Actors:  7 

 

Experiencer/senser: 2 Sayers: 4 Tokens: 5 

Goals: 3 Phenomenon :1  

 

 

Verbiage: 1 

receiver: 3 

Values: 2 
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Dog as actor (2) Dog as goal (2) Human as actor (3) Human as goal 

4 dog 

9 it 

 

 

 1 me 

13 him 

1 client 

10 she 

13 owner 

- 

 

Dog 

experiencer 

Dog 

experience 

 

 

Non nature 

phenomenon 

 

Human 

experiencer 

Human 

experience 

Human 

phenomenon 

 -  

 

 

 -   12 An 

improvement 

3 I 

12 I  

7 I 

6 me  -  

 

Dog sayer Dog  

receiver  

 

Dog  

verbiage 

Human sayer (4) Human 

receiver 

(2) 

Human 

verbiage 

- 8 it 

 

 

4 dog 

10 he 

4 owner 

8 she 

10 she 

14 I 

4 me 

14 her 

- 
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Dog token (2) Dog value (1) Human token (3) Human value 

2 these dogs 

10 he 

11  the dog 

 

7 the owner 

11 I  

14 she 

- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text 2  

 

2. and is part of the much 

larger Amazonian 

rainforest 

[[ that covers nine 

countries]] 

conjunction RP Participant (value) qualifier  

 

1.  The Ecuadorian jungle covers 48% of the country 

 

Participant (token) Relational process(RP) Participant (value) with 

numeral premodifier 
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3. It is an extreme 

environment 

with very hot and 

humid weather and 

lots of rain 

Participant (token) RP Participant (value) circumstance 

 

4. Due to  

the amazing variety of 

plants and animals [[ that 

live there]],   

 

people 

from all 

over the 

world 

travel to the 

rainforest 

[to find out 

[[about its 

amazing 

ecosystem]]]. 

Circumstance (Complex 

preposition) and long noun 

phrase with embedded 

postmodifier 

Participant 

(actor)  

Material 

process 

(MaP) 

Circumstance Qualifier and 

embedded 

clause 

 

5. However visitors are not  the only people in the jungle 

Adverbial  Participant 

(token) 

RP Participant 

(value) 

circumstance 
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6. Indigenous people have been living in the Amazon [for 

thousands of years] 

Participant (actor) MaP (present perfect 

continuous) 

Circumstance of location 

and time 

 

7. and in Ecuador about 400,000  call the Amazon 

their home 

conjunction circumstance Ellipted subject 

(people) 

+approximator 

RP  Participant 

(value) 

 

8. The Huaorani (or 

Wuaorani) 

are more famous than 

other indigenous 

tribes 

in the rainforest of 

Ecuador. 

Participant (token) RP  Complement (value) circumstance 
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9. They protect their land more aggressively 

than many other 

Amazonian tribes. 

Participant (actor) MaP Participant (goal) Adverbial 

circumstance 

 

10. Other 

people in the 

region  

respect the Huaorani very much because of 

their knowledge 

[[of plants and 

animals] [of the 

rainforest]]] 

Participant 

(experiencer) 

Mental process 

(MeP) 

Participant 

(experience) 

Adverbial 

circumstance 

Complex 

preposition = 

circumstance 

 

11. They  know better than anyone else 

[[which plants to use as 

medicine]] and [[which to 

use for food]]. 

Participant (experiencer) MeP Complement with 

determiner  
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12. Their knowledge of the 

geography of the Amazon 

is also excellent 

Participant (token) RP Complement 

 

13. They didn’t farm the land and 

 

grow crops 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP 

(Auxiliary did 

contracted 

negator)  

Participant 

(goal) 

conjunction MaP   

Ellipted they 

and auxiliary 

didn’t 

Participant 

(goal) 

 

14. instead they used the forest to hunt and 

collect food 

Adverbial 

circumstance 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

Post-predicate 

non-finite 

qualifier 
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15. They dip the darts in poison[[that they 

collect from the 

curare plant.]] 

Participant (actor) MaP Participant (goal) Circumstance 

embedded qualifier  

 

16. The poison paralyzes the animals 

Participant (actor) MaP Participant (goal) 

 

17. and makes breathing more difficult. 

conjunction MaP 

 

Complement  

 

18. The 

Huaorani 

can then pick up the animal 

Participant 

(actor) 

Material pro… Circumstance 

adverbial  

…cess Participant 

(goal) 
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19. and kill it more easily and less 

painfully than with a 

spear. 

conjunction MaP  Participant (goal) Circumstance 

adverbial 

 

20. Other dangerous 

people in the Ecuadorian 

rainforest  

prefer to grow  crops 

Participant (experiencer) MeP colligation Participant 

(phenomenon) 

 

21. 

Farmers 

choose a piece of 

land 

and cut 

down 

all the 

trees 

on it 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP  

(take land) 

Participant 

(goal) 

conjunction MaP 

ellipted 

farmers 

Participant 

(goal) 

Circumstance 
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22. Then they burn the trees to prepare the 

land and 

improve the 

quality of the 

ground. 

Circumstance 

adverbial 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

Post-predicate 

to-clause 

qualifier 

 

23. They use the same piece 

of land 

for a few years and 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

circumstance conjunction 

 

24. then leave it [to recover] 

Circumstance 

adverbial 

MaP 

 Ellipted subject 

they 

Participant (goal) qualifier 
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25. They start the process again on a new piece 

of land 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

Circumstance 

adverbial 

Circumstance 

of place 

 

26. They do not 

have to 

move 

their camp or travel further [to find 

good land] 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP 

negative 

semi-

modal 

Participant 

(goal) 

conjunction MaP 

ellipted 

subject 

they 

Comparative 

adjective  

Qualifier 

 

27. Indigenous 

tribes 

have been 

developing 

ways to improve their life 

[in the rainforest] 

Participant (actor) MaP present  Participant (goal) Non-finite qualifier 

and circumstance 
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28. and now many of them have started ecotourism 

projects. 

conjunction circumstance Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

 

 

 

 

Material Mental Verbal Relational 

Actors:  15 

 

Experiencer:3  

 

 

Sayers:  - Tokens: 5 

Goals: 17 Experience: 1  

 

 

Verbiage:  -

receiver:  

Values: 6 
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   Nature as 

actor (1) 

 Nature goal 

(14) 

Humans actor 

(14)  

    Humans   

goal (2) 

Abstract 

goals (2) 

16 poison 

 

 

9 land 

13 land 

13 crops 

14 the forest 

16 the animals 

18 the animal 

19 it (animal) 

21 a piece of 

land 

21 all the trees 

22 the trees 

23 the same 

piece of land 

24 it (land) 

25 the process 

4 people 

6 people 

9 they 

13 they 

14 they 

15 they 

18 the 

Huaorani 

21 farmers 

22 they 

23 they 

25 they 

26 they 

27 Indigenous 

tribes 

28 many of 

them 

26 their camp 

28 ecotourism 

projects 

25 The 

process  

27 ways 
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Nature 

experiencer 

 Nature 

experience 

Human 

experiencer (4) 

Human 

experience (1) 

 

 

 

 10 people 

11 they 

20 other 

dangerous people 

10 The Huaorani 

 

  Nature token (2)    Nature value (4) Human token (3) Human value (1) 

1 The Ecuadorian 

Jungle 

3 It (Amazonian 

Rainforest) 

2 Amazonian 

Rainforest 

3 an extreme 

environment 

7 The Amazon 

(1) the country 

 5 visitors 

8 Huaorani 

12 their 

knowledge 

 

 

5 the only people 
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Text 3 

 

 

 

2. Many animals have advanced systems of 

communication. 

Participant (token) Relational process (RP) Participant (value) 

 

3. We  ‘re going to take three examples,  starting with the 

insect world. 

Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP 

(be+going+to+inf) 

Participant 

(Phenomenon) 

Non-finite 

embedded clause 

 

4. Who here  likes honey? 

Participant 

(experiencer) 

Circumstance MeP Participant 

(experience) 

1. Today we  ‘re looking at language [in the 

animal kingdom] 

Circumstance  Participant 

(experiencer) 

Mental process 

(MeP) 

circumstance 
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5. I  expect 

Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP 

 

6. most of you  know 

Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP 

Subordinate clause 

 

7. that bees make honey from 

collecting 

pollen 

relativiser Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

circumstance 

 

8. Well how do They  know [[where to 

find it]]? 

insert circumstance Auxiliary  Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP circumstance 
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9. Honey bees have a very special system of 

communication 

Participant (token)  Relational process (RP) Participant (value) 

 

10. Bees live in hives. 

Participant (token) RP circumstance 

 

11. They are separated into different 

groups - the worker bees 

and the queen bees 

Participant (token) RP Participant (value) 

  

12.  The worker 

bees 

leave the hive [[to find food]]. 

Participant (Actor) MaP Participant (Goal)  post- predicate 

non-finite qualifier 

 

13. When they come back 

Circumstance  Participant (actor) MaP 
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14. they pass on information about the quality of 

a food source 

Participant (actor) MaP (phrasal verb) Participant (goal) Circumstance  

 

15. They can show   where it is and in what direction 

[by dancing] 

Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Circumstance  conjunction Circumstance  

(embedded) 

 

16. In the ‘waggle 

dance’ 

a worker bee moves straight forward a 

certain distance 

Circumstance Participant (actor) MaP Circumstance 

 

17. then moves a half-circle [back to where 

it started,] 

Circumstance adverbial  MaP Circumstance (embedded) 
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18. and begins moving forward again 

conjunction MaP Circumstantial embedded 

clause, non-finite 

 

19. During the 

first part of the 

dance 

it waggles its body by moving it 

quickly [from 

side to side] 

Circumstance Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

circumstance 

 

20. The speed of the dance shows the quality of the food 

source 

Participant (token) RP Participant (value) 
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21. An Italian bee raised 

in an Austrian hive 

will perform the Italian dance 

Participant (actor) 

adjective 

MaP Participant (goal) 

 

22. Did… You  …know 

Auxiliary Participant (experiencer) MeP 

 

23. that bottlenose 

dolphins 

use a system of 

sounds and 

body language 

[[to 

communicate 

[with each 

other?]]] 

subordinator Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

non-finite 

qualifier  
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24. I was lucky enough to swim with some 

dolphins last 

month 

Participant 

(token) 

RP value qualifier circumstance 

 

25. 

Anyway 

in one 

famous study 

by Herman, 

Richards, 

and Wolz 

a dolphin 

named 

Akeakamai 

was 

trained 

to follow 

instructions 

 [[given to 

her in sign 

language.]] 

insert circumstance Participant 

(goal) 

MaP 

passive 

qualifier part of the 

qualifier 

 

26. She  learned to understand a lot of 

different signs 

Participant (experiencer) MeP Colligation  
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27. and interestingly also 

 

seems to have 

understood 

the significance of 

word order 

conjunction Adverbial 

circumstance 

MeP 

(experiencer 

ellipted) 

Participant 

(phenomenon) 

 

28. So for 

example 

if  her trainer gave the signs 

‘surfboard 

person fetch’ 

conjunction Subordinator  Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

 

29. she would take the person to the surfboard 

Participant (actor) MaP  Participant (goal) circumstance 

 

30. Whereas when she was told ‘person 

surfboard 

fetch’ 

conjunction determiner Participant 

(reciever) 

VP passive verbiage 
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31. she knew 

Participant (experiencer) MeP 

 

32. she had to take the surfboard to the person. 

Participant (actor) MaP (modal verb) Participant (goal) circumstance 

 

33. Akeakamai was also able to 

answer 

questions [[by pressing a 

control [to her left] 

for ‘yes’ and a 

control [on her 

right] for ‘no’.]]] 

Participant (actor) MaP  Participant (goal) circumstance 

 

34. She was asked questions such as ‘Is there a 

ball in the pool?’ 

Participant 

(receiver) 

VP passive Participant 

(verbiage) 

Postmodification 

interrogative 

quotation 
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35. and she was able to 

answer 

correctly the questions 

conjunction Participant 

(actor) 

MaP (physical 

action) 

Circumstance 

(adverbial) 

Participant 

(goal) 

 

36. In the 

wild 

chimpanzees use sounds [[to 

communicate]]. 

Circumstance Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

qualifier 

 

37. But a chimpanzee doesn’t have vocal cords 

Conjunction Participant (token) RP Participant (value) 

 

38. so they could never 

speak 

really like a human 

Conjunction  Participant 

(actor) 

MaP (ability) Circumstance 

(adverbial) 

Circumstance  
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39. In one 

experiment 

Allan and 

Beatrice 

Gardner 

tried 

teaching 

a chimp 

called 

Washoe 

sign 

language 

to get 

around this 

problem 

Circumstance Participant 

(actor) 

MaP Participant 

(goal) 

Participant 

(goal) 

Non-finite 

embedded 

clause 

 

40 Washoe was eventually able to 

use 

and  understand three 

hundred 

and fifty 

signs 

Participant 

(actor) 

Material 

pro 

Circumstance 

(adverbial) 

cess  coordinator MeP Participant 

(goal) 

 

41 Washoe learned to sign by observing 

humans and 

imitating them 

Participant (actor) MeP colligation Circumstance 
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42 

Washoe 

demonstrated that she  understood semantics and 

word 

categories 

Participant 

(sayer) 

VP  subordinator Participant 

(experiencer) 

MeP Participant 

(phenomenon) 

 

43 so for 

example 

the sign 

for ‘flower’ 

could 

be used 

to describe 

any flower, 

not just the 

original 

flower 

she had 

learned 

the sign 

with 

Conjunction Participant 

(actor) 

MaP  colligation Participant 

(actor) 

 

MaP Participant

(goal)  

 

44 She also invented new combinations of words 

Participant (actor) MaP  Participant (goal) 
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45 the first time she saw a swan 

Circumstance Participant (actor) MaP Participant (goal) 

 

46 she used the signs for ‘water’ 

and ‘bird’ 

to describe it 

Participant (actor) MaP Participant (goal) Non-finite 

complement 

  

Total: 49 

Material: 27 [55%] 

Mental: 12 [24%] 

Verbal: 3 [6%] 

Relational: 7 [14%] 

 

 

 

Material Mental Verbal Relational 

Actors:  24 

 

Experiencer/senser: 10 

 

 

Sayers: 1 Tokens: 7 
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Goals: 20 

 

Experience/phenomenon: 

4 

 

Verbiage:  2 

receiver: 2 

Values: 6 

 

   Nature actor 

(21) 

 Nature goal 

(12) 

Humans actor  

(3)  

 Humans goal 

(4) 

Non-human 

goals (4) 

7 bee 

12 bee 

13 bees 

14 bees 

15 bees 

16 bees 

19 it (bee 

body) 

21 bee 

23 dolphin 

29 dolphin 

32 dolphin 

33 dolphin 

35 dolphin 

36 chimps 

38 chimps 

7 honey 

12 hive 

14 information 

19 bee 

21 Italian dance 

23 system of 

sounds 

25 dolphin 

36 sounds 

39 chimp 

44 words 

45 swan 

46 signs for 

water and bird 

28 trainer 

39 researchers 

43 sign 

28 signs 

29 person 

40 signs 

43 sign 

the surfboard 

(32) 

questions 

(33) 

the questions 

(35) 

(44) new 

combinations 

of words 
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40 chimp 

41 chimp 

43 chimp 

44 chimp 

45 chimp 

46 chimp 

 

 

Nature experiencer 

(4) 

 Nature experience 

(2) 

Human experiencer 

(6) 

Human experience 

(2) 

8 bees 

26 dolphin 

31 dolphin 

42 dolphin 

26 learned  

 

3 examples of 

animals 

4 honey 

1 we 

3 we 

4 who 

5 I 

6  you 

22 you 

27 significance of 

word order 

42 semantics and 

word categories 

 

  Nature token (6)    Nature value (5) Human token (1) Human value (1) 

2 animals 

9 honey bees 

10 bees 

11 bees 

20 speed of 

2 advanced 

systems of 

communication 

9 a very special 

system of 

 21 I  

 

 

 

24 lucky enough 
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dance(bees) 

37 Washoe 

communication 

11 different 

groups- worker 

bee, queen bee 

20 quality of the 

food source 

37 vocal chords 

 

  Nature sayer    Nature receiver Human sayer Human 

verbiage/receiver 

42 Washoe 30 dolphin  

34 dolphin 

  

- 

 

30 person 

34 questions 
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Appendix 1c: Agency and Affectedness Analysis 

In this analysis, all the ellipted actors and goals have been inserted. (White, 2006, Unit 

13, p. 72) 

 

Text 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nature transactional actor Human transactional actor 

 

 

13. When the owner came to collect him   

 

1. A client came to me with their west 

highland terrier.  
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Nature non-transactional actor Human non-transactional actor 

8. When it misbehaved 6. I could see that the owner was very soft 

with it. 

 

9. she didn’t do anything 

 

12. I was able to see an improvement in its 

behaviour  (even though the actor is not 

acting on anything I counted it as material 

process) 

 

 

 

Text 2 

 

Nature transactional actor Human transactional actor 

16. The poison paralyzes the animals 

and (the poison) makes (the animal’s) 

breathing more difficult.  

 

9. They protect their land more 

aggressively than many other 

Amazonian tribes.  

 

13. They didn’t farm the land and (they 

didn’t) grow crops  
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14. instead they used the forest to hunt 

and collect food.  

 

15. They dip the darts in poison that 

they collect from the curare plant.  

 

17. The Huaorani can then pick up the 

animal  

 

18. and (the Huaorani) kill it more 

easily and less painfully than with a 

spear.  

 

20. Farmers choose a piece of land  

 

21. and (farmers) cut down all the trees 

on it.  

 

22. Then they burn the trees to prepare 

the land and improve the quality of the 

ground.  
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Nature non-transactional actor Human non-transactional actor 

 4. Due to the amazing variety of plants 

and animals that live there, people from 

all over the world travel to the rainforest 

to find out about its amazing 

23. They use the same piece of land 

for a few years 

 

24. and then (they) leave it to recover.  

 

25. They start the process again on a 

new piece of land.  

 

26. They do not have to move their 

camp or travel further to find good land.  

 

27. Indigenous tribes have been 

developing ways to improve their life in 

the rainforest  

 

28. and now many of them have 

started ecotourism projects.  
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ecosystem.  

 

6. Indigenous people have been living 

in the Amazon for thousands of years  

 

 

 

 

Text 3 

Nature as transactional actor Human as transactional actor 

 

7 that bees make honey from collecting 

pollen.  

 

12 The worker bees leave the hive to 

find food.  

 

14 they pass on information about the 

quality of a food source.  

 

19 During the first part of the dance it 

waggles its body by moving it quickly 

from side to side.  

39 In one experiment, Allan and 

Beatrice Gardner tried teaching a 

chimp called Washoe sign language to 

get around this problem. 

 

28 So, for example, if her trainer gave 

the signs ‘surfboard person fetch’  
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21 An Italian bee raised in an Austrian 

hive will still perform the Italian dance.  

 

22 Did you know that bottlenose 

dolphins use a system of sounds and 

body language to communicate with 

each other?  

 

29 she would take the person to the 

surfboard.  

 

32 she had to take the surfboard to the 

person  

 

33 Akeakamai was also able to answer 

questions by pressing a control to her 

left for ‘yes’ and a control on her right 

for ‘no’.  

 

35 and she was able to correctly 

answer the questions  
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36 In the wild, chimpanzees use 

sounds to communicate.  

 

38 so they could never really speak like 

a human.  

 

40 Washoe was eventually able to use 

(and understand) three hundred and 

fifty signs.  

 

45 She also invented new 

combinations of words  

 

46 - the first time she saw a swan,  

 

47 she used the signs for ‘water’ and 

‘bird’ to describe it.  
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Nature non-transactional actor Human non-transactional actor 

13 When they come back  

 

15 They can show where it is and in what 

direction by dancing!  

 

16 In the ‘waggle dance’ a worker bee 

moves straight forward a certain distance,  

 

17 then (worker bee) moves a half-circle 

back to where it started,  

 

18 and (the worker bee) begins moving 

forward again.  
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Appendix 1d: Goatly’s Hierarchy Transitivity analysis 

Clause numbers are given in brackets.  

Clause Text 1 Text 2 Text 3 

1. Actor in 

Transitive Clauses 

 

Human (1, 13) Human (9, 13, 14, 

15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 

27, 28) 

 

Nature (7, 12, 14, 

19, 21, 22, 29, 32, 

33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 

45, 46, 47) 

2. Actor in 

Intransitive 

Clauses 

 

Human ( 6, 9, 12) Human (6, 4) Nature (13, 15, 16, 

17, 18, 41) 

3. Sayer 

 

 

Human (4, 8, 10, 

14) 

- Nature (42) 

4. Experience 

 

Human (6) Human (10) Both Nature and 

Human (4, 27) 

 

5. Experiencer 

 

Human (3) Human (11, 20) Human (1, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 22) 

 

6. Goal  

 

Nature (1, 13) Nature (9, 13, 14, 

16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 

Nature (7, 12, 14, 

19, 21, 23, 25, 36, 
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23, 24, 25) 39, 44, 45, 46) 

 

 

Total word count: 1200 
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Appendix 2: Ethical 

All the data is published for public use. Authorship and sources were acknowledged. In 

addition, I obtained permission to use the course book materials from my line-manager.  


